NCSC sports report {#cesec10}
==================

The UK\'s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) has released a report warning that sports organisations need to tighten their cyber security. Many of them are particularly vulnerable to fraud, including business email compromise (BEC). To drive the point home, the NCSC gave the example of one Premier League football club that came close to being scammed out of £1m worth of transfer fees. It was only the late intervention of the club\'s bank that prevented the funds being diverted to criminals. Nearly three-quarters (70%) of sporting organisations suffer cyber incidents every year, the NCSC report claims -- twice the average for UK businesses. Nearly a third (30%) of the incidents result in financial loss, at an average of £10,000 per incident. The biggest loss in the past year was £4m. The NCSC report is here: <https://bit.ly/3grlUZ0>.

UK test and trace failure {#cesec20}
=========================

The UK Government\'s Covid-19 test-and trace-programme is in breach of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). An investigation by the Open Rights Group (ORG) led to an admission by the UK\'s Department of Health that it had not conducted a data protection impact assessment (DPIA) before launching the programme on May 28. A DPIA, which is meant to identify and minimise data protection risks in projects that process personal information, is mandatory under the GDPR. The ORG stated: "The Test and Trace programme has been rushed; private contractors have been employed to deliver it, with large numbers of new employees. Many systems have been bolted together at short notice. We are doing everything we can to ensure the Test and Trace Program is made safe. That\'s why we\'re threatening legal action unless a proper DPIA is conducted immediately." In its response to the ORG, the Government said it was working with the Information Commissioner\'s Office (ICO) to ensure it is meeting its requirements under the GDPR.

Meow attacker wipes data {#cesec30}
========================

An anonymous attacker, probably using some form of automated bot, is vandalising unsecured data available over the Internet. It started with ElasticSearch instances and MongoDB databases, but has now expanded to other database types and file repositories. The attacker overwrites the data with random numbers plus the word 'meow'. The problem was first noticed by Comparitech, which found an unsecured database on a cloud service. The data belonged to UFO VPN -- a virtual private network provider that claims not to keep logs but which, in fact, not only kept a database of user activity but left it open for all to see. When this was made public, UFO VPN took down the database, but then uploaded it again to a different cloud provider, still unsecured. It\'s at that point that it was defaced. Since then, the 'meow' attacker has gone on to target many more databases -- particularly those using noSQL. At the time of writing, more than 4,000 databases had been defaced. It\'s not known if the attacker is making copies of the original data before trashing it.

ICO fines triple {#cesec40}
================

The introduction of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has had a noticeable effect on the cost of leaking data, according to law firm Reynolds Porter Chamberlain (RPC). The lawyers have been tracking fines imposed by the Information Commissioner\'s Office (ICO) since 2016 and reckon the average fine has tripled from £73,645 to £216,000. Since the GDPR came into effect in May 2018, the ICO has announced penalties of £5.96m, with the average rising 194%. However, these figures don\'t include a couple of recent cases in which the ICO said it planned to fine Marriott £99m and British Airways (BA) £183m. According to RPC, the ICO may be targeting large firms with big fines in order to drive home the message about the importance of data privacy. However, it now seems that BA will get off lightly. The firm has said that it expects to pay just £19.8m. Meanwhile, Marriott expects its fine to be halved and the time allowed for payment to be extended. While the ICO can impose fines, it often has problems collecting them. And with the travel industry heavily affected by the Covid-19 pandemic, the problem has only got worse. For its part, the ICO said it has not agreed to these numbers and the legal process is still in progress.

Passwords leaked for VPN servers {#cesec50}
================================

Threat intelligence firm Bank Security has discovered a list being shared by a hacker on an underground forum -- one frequented by ransomware gangs -- giving details of more than 900 Pulse Secure VPN servers. The details include: the IP addresses of the servers; firmware versions; SSH keys; a list of all local users and their password hashes; admin account details; recent VPN logins (including usernames and cleartext passwords); and session cookies. None of the servers appears to have applied the patch for the recent CVE-2019-11510 vulnerability. It\'s probable that the person who created the list simply ran an automated scan across the IPv4 address space for vulnerable servers.

Interpol healthcare warning {#cesec60}
===========================

Interpol\'s Cybercrime Threat Response team at its Cyber Fusion Centre says that it has detected a significant increase in ransomware attacks against healthcare organisations engaged in responding to the Covid-19 pandemic. According to a warning from the law enforcement organisation: "Cyber criminals are using ransomware to hold hospitals and medical services digitally hostage; preventing them from accessing vital files and systems until a ransom is paid". The 'Purple Notice' alert has been sent to all 194 member countries. There\'s more information here: <https://bit.ly/39VJiLS>.

UK cybercrime jumps 23% {#cesec70}
=======================

Incidents of computer misuse in the UK rose by nearly a quarter (23%) in the past year, according to the annual 'Crime in England and Wales' report from the Office for National Statistics (ONS). Some 26,215 incidents were referred to the National Fraud Intelligence Bureau (NFIB) by Action Fraud in the year ending March 2020. The large rise is in spite of revisions to reporting processes that mean certain crimes that were previously incorrectly reported as computer misuse are now categorised as fraud. However, the ONS figures always need to be treated with caution, as they contain only self-reported incidents by individuals and omit cases against businesses and government. The report is here: <https://bit.ly/3fAGRiN>.

Nearly all firms attacked {#cesec80}
=========================

Nearly all (96%) of UK organisations have experienced a cyber attack of some kind in the past year that impacted their business, according to research conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Tenable. A survey, 'The Rise of the Business-Aligned Security Executive', claims that 63% of respondents in the UK have witnessed a dramatic increase in the number of business-impacting cyber attacks over the past two years. And these attacks had damaging effects, with organisations reporting loss of employee data (44%), financial loss or theft (36%) and customer attrition (34%). Some 65% of security leaders in the UK say these attacks also involved operational technology (OT). The report is here: <https://bit.ly/3inIq5R>.

FBI warns of shopping scams {#cesec90}
===========================

The FBI has warned that it has seen a sudden spike in online shopping scams. These use fake shopping sites to which victims are lured by results in search engines or ads on social media platforms. The sites offer goods at prices well below those of legitimate vendors. The sites take orders but, of course, never deliver the goods. In 2019, there were more than 86,000 reports about such scams. But during April and May 2020, the Federal Trade Commission significantly received more reports than at any other time. There\'s more information here: <https://bit.ly/3fwK57h>.
